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ABSTRACT
The possibility to use passive gamma emission tomography for revealing non-destructively the rod
structure of spent BWR fuel assemblies has been studied in cooperation wim the Finnish Support
Programme to the IAEA Safeguards (task FIN A98) and the Technical University of Budapest in
Hungary. The ultimate goal is to develop partial defect verification methods for verification of
spent nuclear fuel. The task included experimental measurements of irradiated BWR assemblies
using underwater measurement techniques together with computer analysis of the measured data
as well as computer simulation of tomographic measurements. The results obtained show that rodlevel partial defect verification of spent LWR fuel assemblies is feasible using computed gamma
emission tomography. This report describes the results of this project.
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1

INTRODUCTION

According to die Safeguards Criteria of die
IAEA, partial defect verification of spent Light
Water Reactor (LWR) fuel is needed in certain
cases e.g. in case of conclusive negative
surveillance. According to present criteria,
partial defect verification of spent fuel
assemblies is required to reveal missing of
more dun 50 % of the nuclear material (rods)
or replacement them e.g. by dummies. The SO
% limit reflects the state of tfc art of the
partial defect verification methods available.
Verification of me number of fuel rods may be
needed also in reprocessing plants before the
identity of the fuel assemblies is lost by cutting
and dissolving the rods. It is also possible mat
partial defect verification will be required prior
to the final disposal of spent fuel, if feasible
methods are available. At the moment, there is
not, however, a practical non-destructive
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(NDA) mediod available mat could be used for
partial defect verification of LWR fuel or mat
could reveal the presence of individual rods.
More or less all of the "integral" methods used
at die moment measure die rod assembly as
one entity and their potential for partial defect
testing is limited. Therefore an alternative
"differential" measurement approach, where
information is explicitly obtained from each
fuel rod, may be essential.
A
method based
on
non-destructive
tomographic verification is very powerful to
map the rod structure of a spent fuel assembly
and to reveal missing or dummy rods. In order
to get information of the inner rods of a fuel
assembly, highly penetrating gamma rays or
neutrons need to be used.
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BASIC PRINCIPLES

A non-destructive section imaging technique
reconstructs an image from die measured
radiation intensity profiles of the object.
During measurement, die intensity at selected
directions of the object is detected.
Measurements are made systematically by a
«faming process. A series of measured
intensities at a certain angle is called a
projection or a view.
The origin of die measured radiation can be die
radioactivity emitted by the object (emission
imaging). Secondary radiation induced by an
external interrogating source (induced emission
imaging) may be detected as well as the
radiation transmitted dirough die object
(transmission imaging).

In the case of transmission imaging, me
measured values are line integrals of die
attenuation coefficients. This type of
calculations are well developed and extensively
used in medical X-ray imaging. The
mathematicr! equations are linear and can
contain
convenient
image
processing
techniques.
The mathematics and die methods of die
emission imaging differ somewhat from die
transmission imaging. The mathematical
equations are highly nonlinear and complex.
The development of mathematical methods is a
rapidly growing field; however, Acre are no
algorithms available for practical use of
emission imaging in a strongly absorbing
media like nuclear fuel material.

A mathematical program is used to calculate
me section image from measured projections.
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3

SECTION IMAGING OF SPENT FUEL
ASSEMBLIES

Gamma lay measurements are made from the
side of an irradiated fuel assembly diat is
partially raised from the storage rack or moved
to a measurement position. A gamma detector
provides a response diat is just a relative
Dumber. The magnitude of die number depends
in part on die bumup and die cooling time of
die assembly. Figure I illustrates different
approaches to die section imagining of spent
fuel in cases « t o e one fuel rod is missing
(left) or the a m y of 8 x 8 rods is full (right).

3.1 Integral measurement with
reference data
In this mode quantitative measurements of
gamma signals are performed and reference
data/calibration curves are used for me
evaluation. This is the case of Figure 1 a). The
most that might be expected from a single set
of such measurements is a consistency check of
die operator declared exposures and cooling
times.
Another difficulty lies in the fact, mat fission
products may not be uniformly distributed
axially and radially within a fuel assembly. The
local (rod-to-rod) power distribution can vary
because of the location of burnable poison rods
and control rods, location in the core, initial
enrichment and configuration of me assembly.
A minor factor is a possible axial and radial
migration of fission products within individual
fuel rods.
The sensitivity of this method to detect missing
of irradiated fuel rods is very low. This is due
mainly to the uncertainty of reference data and
due to the self absorption of gamma rays inside
the assembly, even in the case of detecting
high energy fission product gammas.
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Scanning and reference data

Measuring emerging radiation in parallel strips
at one or more radial orientations provides a
higher sensitivity to detect die removal of
irradiated rods dun that obtained in die case of
an integral measurement. The difficulty wim
reference data, however, remains me same.
Figure 1 b) shows me principle of such a
measurement.

3.3 Full scanning and image
reconstruction
By scanning the assembly wim a regular
pattern at several orientations, a data set is
obtained that is suitable for calculation of a
section image. This process results in an
activity map of the detected gamma radiation
across the layer scanned. This is illustrated by
Figure 1 c). The image gives a rod-to-rod
distribution of me coir ««ration of the gamma
emitters. The high sensitivity of this approach
to detect removal of irradiated rods is
explained by me following facts:
•

There is no need for a reference data
set because the activity map provides an
inherent rod-to-rod comparison of
fission product gamma activities.

•

The effect of a single missing rod is
very low in the scanning data at one
orientation (usually lower man the noise
level). The image reconstruction
process uses all die scanning data for
calculating each image point. Noise,
i.e. statistical fluctuations in different
scans are uncorrelated and the
averaging effect improves the signal-ronoise ratio by increasing signals and
decreasing noise.
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Ftgure 1. Effect of a missing fuel rod on the measured count rate of an 8x8 array in three
different measurement approaches, a) In an integral measurement the effect L negligible; b) in
a differential (scanning) measurement the effect is still small; c) in full scanning and image
reconstruction the effect can be well above the noise level.
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

4.1

high energy gamma rays should be measured in
order to keep dw self absorption of radiation
A single dettcloi system with mechanical (Timingfromme inner parts of me assemblies
movement of the detector is shown a Figure 2. at a aanuunm. So, the fission products which
The fad assembly is fixed «hie die detection should be detected are *"Pr (E, = 2186 keV
system is moving at a certain orientation along and 14*9 keV) and »En (E, = 1275 keV).
a line. When measurement of a projection
(view) isfinished,the fud assembly is rotated The detected high energy gamma rays must be
from other, low energy and usually
view is:
higher intensity gamma rays emitted
mainly by the isotopes OTCs (E, = 662 keV)
and « a (E, = 796 and 605 keV).
Consequently, energy-sdective detectors should
,hx\
be used taking into account the special
leuuiiements of a short measurementtimeand
die portability of the instrument.
To fulfill these requirements, a system
consisting of small-sized energy-sdective
detectors combined with a suitable gamma
collimator to ensure sufficient directional
colliaaror
Scanned sector.
' direction/
sensitivity is used. These requirements
Scanning
N
determine also die size and weight of die
/
A} V/s/ss//,/^
collimator. To keep them as low as possible,
V/W'ttofcto,
the detector dimensions should not exceed a
few millimeters. To meet diese requirements
only
small-sized
room
temperature
semiconductor detectors operating in pulse
mode can be considered. Because the fraction
Figure 2. The principle of diametrical scanofofphotoelectric effect in these detectors at high
a fuel assembly.
gamma ray energies is very small, only pulses
originating from die Compton interaction can
be used. The amplitude distribution of pulses
4.2 Detectors for high energy
originating from Compton interactions is
gamma rays
proportional to the gamma energies in
question. This is why it is possible to separate
For tomographic verification of spent fad die part of the Compton spectrum that belongs
assemblies die measurements are carried out by to the highest energy gamma rays from tfrose
detecting the gamma radiation emitted by die bdonging to the lower energy gamma rays
fission products. Because of the high gamma using an amplitude discriminator. It allows to
absorption coefficient of the fud material, die
defector

sis.
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count pulses with greater amplitudes than the
Compton edge of the highest background
radiation. This level is about 478 keV for
m
Cs.

be quite reliable in a wide range of gamma
irradiation rates 11/. The energy resolution
(noise line width) of these detectors was 25
keV and 15 keV FWHM, respectively.

For mis purpose detectors of low atomic
numbers, such as Si, Si(Li) as well as other
recently developed room temperature detectors
with higher Z, like CdTe and Hgl2, can be
used.

422

To ensure the higher energy Compton electrons
to deposit ali their energy within the detector,
the size of the detector should be large enough.
The smallest dimension of the detector should
be equal or larger man me range of the
Ccmpton edge electrons belonging to the
lowest energy gamma radiation to be detected.
This means the range of electrons of about
1 MeV for ,34Eu.
Depending on the activity of the assemblies
measured, the sensitivity of the system can be
easily adjusted by changing the volume (area)
of the detector in order to avoid overloading
problems.
The requirements concerning the detector
resolution (noise) are not so strict because the
broad Compton spectrum is not significantly
altered by the energy resolution of the detector
and the discrimination level is above the
electronic noise. As a result, detectors with
moderate energy resolution can be used. For
the actual measurements two main room
temperature detector types have been tested,
Si(Li) detectors and CdTe detectors.
4.2.1 SiflLi) detectors
Lithium drifted silicon detectors of two
different sizes have been used. The detectors
were made by Microvacuum Ltd, Budapest,
Hungary. The larger ones had a sensitive
thickness of 1,5 mm and a diameter of 16 mm.
The smaller ones were 2 mm thick with a
diameter of 4 mm (se* Fig. 7 a), page IS).
These detectors have been tested in a single
detector measuring system and they proved to

CdTe detectors

The use of the relatively new high-Z CdTe
detectors offers some advantages. The
probability
of
Compton
interaction,
proportional to the density of the detector
material, is more than twice of that of silicon.
Furthermore, the range of Compton electrons
in CdTe is only about one third of that in
silicon. To have the same detection efficiency,
a significantly smaller volume CdTe detector is
needed. In this work the minimum sensitive
thickness of the detector is less than 1 mm and
the sensitive volume is only about 50% of an
equivalent silicon detector.
The decreased detector size makes it possible
to use smaller collimators which in turn
decreases the size and weight of the whole
measurement head. In the multidetector
measurement system, ten square-shaped,
10 mm x 10 mm CdTe detectors with a
sensitive thickness of 1 mm were used (see
Fig. 7 b), page 15). The detectors were made
by Eurorad, Strasbourg, France or by the Riga
Scientific Research Institute for Radioisotope
Apparatus, Riga, Latvian Republic. The
sensitivity of these detectors was about the
same as that of the larger Si(Li) detector and
the electronic noise was less than 15 keV
FWHM. The scatter of sensitivity among the
ten detectors was found to be less than ± 5 %
during a "Co gamma irradiation (integral count
rate above the noise level).

4.3 Polarization
The stability of silicon detectors is good. No
shift or change in the sensitivity has been
detected during the measurement period even at
the highest gamma irradiation rates.
With the recommended detector bias of the
CdTe detectors, however, a slow change in
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sensitivity i.e. decrease of me pulse amplitude
has been detected. The extend of this change
varied between 2,5 % - 40 % depending on the
gamma dose rate during me measurement. The
time needed for stabilization of die detectors
variec* from minimum 30 minutes to 2 hours.
This phenomenon is known as polarization
under radiation and it is caused mainly by
deep-lying acceptors (electron traps) in me
space-charge region of me detector.
The fuiing-up of mese traps with electrons
depends strongly on die drift velocity of
electrons which, on die other hand, is
controlled by die electric field intensity inside
me detector i.e. me detector bias. This is why
it was reasonable to suppose that mis kind of
polarization could be considerably decreased by
applying higher detector bias. So, me detector
bias was increased by about 60 % which
eliminated die polarization even with me "Co
gamma irradiation rates of around 150 R/h
which is equivalent to the measurement
conditions with me most active fuel assemblies.
As a consequence of the higher detector bias,
me electronic noise increased about 50 %
which is tolerable in mis case. The question,
how die magnitude of die polarization and its
elimination depend on die raw material of die
CdTe detectors and on die manufacturing
process remains to be answered.

Udet

D

4.4 Signal processing electronics
At die very high gamma dose rates of die
tomographic measurements, handling of a large
number of pulses, up to several millions per
second, is required. For mis purpose a fast
pulse shaping and processing electronics has
been developed. The block diagram is shown
in Figure 3.
The detector (D) pulses are fed into a fast rise
time charge sensitive preamplifier (P.A.) widi
a pulse handling capability up to 2 x 10*
MeV/s. The preamplifier pulses are men
shaped widi a delay line and amplified by a
fast amplifier A. Pulses are next led to die
level discriminator L.D. which passes dirough
pulses above me discriminator level widi a rate
proportional to die amplitude. These pulses are
next converted to a fluctuating D.C. level by a
dead-time free AC/DC converter-ratemeter and
finally integrated (I) over the desired
measuring time. So, a quasi D.C. level appears
at die output, which can be transmitted
noise-free to a 20 m long underwater cable for
evaluation in die noisy environment.
The whole system can process more dian 2 x
10* pul"s per second. Each detector has its
own signal processing chain. Each channel may
have more man one discriminator level (L.D.).

1 channel/ 2/3 output 2/3 Disc level
P.A.

A

.

L.D.
1

AC/DC

I

signal
—D
1
out

AC/CD

I

—D

2

AC/CD

I

--O

3

Convert

L.D.
1
1
1
1

2.
L.D.
3.

Figure 3. Block diagram of the signal processing electronics. D = detector, P.A. = preamplifier,
A = fast amplifier, L.D. = level discriminator, AC/DC = ratemeter and I = integrator.
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Each output corresponds to the signal above
the amplitude/energy threshold level.

4.5 Directional characteristics
Directional sensitivity of the system has a
nearly Gaussian shape which can be described
by one parameter, namely FWHM. It depends
on the energy of the radiation. The FWHM
values with "Co have measured to be I s -1,5*
with both detector types.

4.6 Underwater detector head
Figure 4 shows schematically the inner parts of
the watertight measurement chamber. It
contains the detection system and collimator on
a rail for linear movement with a stepping
motor. All movements are remote controlled.
Only the signal processing unit is inside the
detector head under a high radiation field. The
fixed
detector/collimator
measurement
geometry is important, because it determines
the geometrical resolution of the detection
system.

4.7

Control electronics

Control electronics are shown schematically in
Figure 5. All the other parts, except the

-cable

preamplifier/discriminator/ratemeter
system
(inside the head), are commercially available
standard units. The system is controlled by a
program run on a 33 MHz Toshiba 6400 laptop
computer. All discriminator levels are remote
controlled and displayed on the screen during
measurement. The whole electronics system is
portable and consists of 3 units: A laptop
computer, a bus extension unit and a motor
driver unit (see Figure 6).

4.8 Principle of multidetector
scanning
The first scanning arrangement III used a
single detector system moved mechanically for
measuring different projections. Although this
system worked well, there was a need to
decrease the measurement time by a factor of
5 - 6. For measuring a BWR assembly, a
length of 200 mm needs to be scanned. With
steps of 2 mm, mis means 101 measurement
points at one view. When 48 views need to be
measured, a total of 101 x 48 points should be
measured. With measurement time of 2 s per
point, the total measurement time using a
single detector is about 2,7 hours. The total
measurement time requires additional 2,5 hours
for mechanical movement of the detector
system.

' Mt n<j handin

\

electric»!
connector

T

\

1

1

1

^collimator

preamplifier
.stepping motor

f

•

\

Figure 4. A line drawing of ihe inner parts of the underwater measurement head used for
tomography.
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BUS EXTENSION BOX

Bus
Motor

Laptop

Power
supply

ADC

Stepper
card

Multiplexer

>

driver

Signal
Signal
Discrimfiators
processing
Detectors

Dl
Stepper
motor

D2
UNDERWATER DETECTOR HEAD
Figure 5. Slock diagram of the electronic system.

Figure 6. Control electronics used during the tomographic measurements. Tht .omputer (right)
controls the whole measurement system. The bus extension box and the stepping motor driver unit
(left) include all the measurement electronics needed outside the measurement head.
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In principle, an array of detectors mat is large
enough to cover one side of the assembly by
steps of 2 mm would eliminate the need for
linear mechanical movement of the detectors.
Such a system would measure 48 views in a
total measurement time of about 100 seconds
not including the time needed to rotate the
assembly. In such a case an array of about 100
closely packed thin detectors would be needed.

the assembly by steps of 7,5* is done between
successive scans. The detector array is moved
in steps of 20 mm between measurements
which means that each point is measured once
and only by one detector. Scanning of one side
(318 mm) requires IS steps resulting in a
measurement time of about 1 minute per side.
The total measurement time for 48 views of a
BWR assembly takes thus £ 1 hour including
manual rotation.

Mainly for economical reasons an array of 10
CITe detectors was used. This system
measures simultaneously 10 points. The
scanning procedure is automatic and remote
controlled by a computer. A manual rotation of

Figure 7 a) shows the geometry of the Si(Li)
detectors used and Figure 7 b) the geometry of
the array of 10 CdTe detectors, respectively.

Si(Li)

«13 («1»

a)

2(1,5)

f

17

38 + 0,15

b)

l< 4 »1<4>!

4

H< 4 »H

6

*Ui4

H**0^4 it

fa

<H

\\\ ' 111 '$ 111 ' l\l ' 111
+

+

+

+

+

CdTtothicknec' 1 mm (10 • 10)
Figure 7. Geometries of the detectors used for tomographic measurements, a) Si(Li) detectors;
diameters in parenthesis relate to the smaller sized model and those without parenthesis to the
larger model, b) Dimensions of the array of 10 CdTe detectors.
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4.8.1 Calibration of detectors
Computer simulation was used to study the
influence of sensitivity differences between the
10 CdTe detectors used in the array. It was
noticed mat sensitivity differences within
±5% still make it possible to detect missing
of one single fuel rod in the cross section
image of "*Eu activity reconstructed from
scanned 48 views of a BWR assembly.
Laboratory calibration of detectors was difficult
because high energy gamma sources (,4*Pr and
IS4
Eu) were not available. An on-site
calibration procedure at the facility was made
in me following way. One flat side of a fuel
assembly was scanned by me array in such a
way that the same scanning positions were
measured by all the detectors. Comparison of

16
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readings of different detectors resulted in the
calibration factors. They can be used by the
software for normalization during image
reconstruction. Calibration is needed for each
discriminator level i.e. for each detected
gamma ray energy. The data can be stored
which eliminates the need for recalibration in
routine use.
4.8 J

Scanning files

Measurempr* readings are stored separately for
each detector. Scanning file for each measured
point is constructed from the stored detector
readings by an automatic sub-program. FQe
construction takes into account also the stored
calibration factors and different offset values of
the electronic units.

FINNISH CENTRE FOR RADIATION
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5

IMAGE CALCULATION

5.1 Basic mathematical
algorithms
Two basic types of mathematical algorithms,
an analytic one and an iterative one, have been
studied in mis work in detail for section
imaging of spent fuel assemblies. For the first
experimental results, iterative unfolding
methods provided promising features 11/. The
inaccuracy of the geometrical parameter in
practical measurements and the inhomogeneity
among the fuel rod activities resulted in
increase of the required number of measured
views. For a large number of views an analytic
type of algorithm is more stable and easier to
control. Using a priori knowledge of the
structure of the fuel type to be measured, a
modified model based analytic algorithm was
found to be the most suitable for practical use.

position of the center-of-mass as well as the
axis of rotation of me assembly.
5.2.2 Attenuation compensation
Absorption coefficient of the fuel material at
me detected gamma ray energy is considered to
be known in advance (a priori knowledge).
Detector FWHM value is also necessary to be
known at the same energy.
Projections are calculated by the simulation
program using these values as S„ (x, <p)
where p is the linear absorption coefficient, x
is the liner distance and <p is me rotational
angle. The values used are p(Pr) = 0,5 cm'1
and p(Eu) = 0,65 l . Projections are calculated
for the same case also with a lower absorption
value ft„ < n as S^, (x, <p). Compensation is
made in the following way:

5.2 Model based image
reconstruction
Basic modules of the technique are the fuel
simulation programme and the attenuation
compensation programme.
5.2.1 Fuel simulation
Fuel simulation programme calculates expected
projections of an arbitrary fuel model. The
input of the programme consists of the
geometry of the assembly (diameter and total
number of rods, their center-to-center
distance), activity and attenuation coefficient
map of the assembly including statistical
distribution of both parameters, detector
characteristics (distance and FWHM) with
Poisson noise added to the measured signal,

where S, (x, <p) is a projection based on the
measmements.
In practice it is not useful to let fi0 -* 0 because
this
would
emphasize
the
activity
inhomogeneity of fuel rods and the relative
decrease caused by a missing rod would
become smaller. The best value is p/p, « 2
+ 3 which provides a large gain. The effect of
absorption is, however, only decreased but not
fully compensated.
Attenuation compensation has been studied
using mathematical simulation. The results
show that for a nearly homogeneous fuel rod
activity distribution, compensation can be
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perfect but care should be taken with strong
inhomogeneities among fuel rods.

5.3 DeconvolutioD
In case of a large FWHM of me detector
together with unwanted scattering in the water,
separate fuel rods can not be resolved by side
scanning. A deconvolution technique can be
used to improve detector characteristics and to
decrease the smearing effect caused by
scattering. This technique needs fine sampling
and decreased signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore
selection of appropriate detector characteristics
is of crucial importance.

5.4

Convolution-backprojection
analytic image
reconstruction

This program is very similar to the ones well
developed for medical applications. The main
difference is its flexibility and universality for
selecting parameters and applicability for a
wide range of problems. This program has
been extensively tested by mathematical
simulation III. It revealed the following
important features for imaging fuel assemblies:
•

Well resolved side projections can
provide gross but not resolved fuel rod
structure. Side projection are not very
sensitive to a missing rod. In a former
feasibility study four measured side
projections were used to reconstruct a
full reference image.

*

Projections measured between side and
corner views are much more sensitive
to a missing rod. This effect is in
connection with the path length of the
measured radiation in the fuel. The path
length is largest for sides and corners
and shorter between them. The shorter
the path length the more sensitive is the
projection to a missing rod.
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5.5 Limited view problem
Because the number of views used for image
reconstruction is smaller than ideally needed,
the image density on the location of a missing
rod is never zero. This yields an artifact
produced by the algorithm. The larger the
number of views, the smaller the artifact. The
artifact is one of the main limiting factors of
using section imaging technique for detection
of a missing rod in a regular rod pattern. In the
previous feasibility study III criteria were
determined for the number of views necessary
for tomographic verification of 8 x 8 type
BWR assemblies by detecting photons of
different energies.

5.6 Evaluation techniques
Depending on the amount of measured data as
well as on the accuracy of the measurement
and on the type of the fuel assembly measured,
there are different methods for evaluation of
the images.
5.6.1

Visual evaluation

Visual evaluation of the image could provide a
definite information about missing inner rods
when th? fuel assembly is homogeneous, the
rod-to-rod burnup arid the ,MEu activity
distribution are uniform, the sampling is fine (2
mm) and sufficient number of views (about 48)
have been measured. This was the case in all
of the measurements made under this task.
Reconstructing
images
with
different
resolutions makes this visual evaluation even
more reliable.
Fine scanning with steps of 2 mm makes it
possible to reconstruct a high resolution image.
This is necessary when details are needed. Due
to the noise and the statistical fluctuations that
appear in such an image, a smoothed image is
preferred. The reconstruction algorithm
provides an option to produce images of any
resolution but not better than the one
corresponding to the sampling parameter.
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5.6.2 Intensity histograms

density distribution of all me pixels of die
image. Local extreme values (min and max)
are also calculated and displayed as bar charts
(see Figure 8). Maximum values are shown in
the upper right comer and minimum values in

A composite histogram of the intensity
deviation of each section image provides clear
numerical information. A histogram shows the
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Figure 8. Density histograms for two sets of experimental data. In a) the number of views is 48
over iW, in b) the number of views is 42 over 36ff. Larger amount of views in a) results in a
larger A and easier detection of a missing rod. T indicates the threshold level for binary image.
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die lower left corner, respectively. Local
maximum indicates an active point in die
image, normally a fuel rod. Local minimum
indicates an empty or low activity position,
normally a position between me active rods.
When die image is of excellent quality, die
largest minimal value is me density at die
location of a missing rod. The values of the
fuel rods (maximum values) are close to each
other and separated from me value of die
missing rod position. In most of the cases,
however, mere is a peak, an artifact, at me
location of a missing rod. An artifact can be
detected if it is definitely separated from die
other maximum values which are close to each
other in density. This separation is me A value
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in Figure 8. A large A provides a clear
detection of a missing rod. A small A may lead
to false detection.
In all of die cases, when a binary (black and
white) section image is displayed, die threshold
value T is set to die value of me minimum
peak (see Figure 8). In a color display die
whole density range can be clearly displayed
for easier interpretation (see Figure 15 c), page
31). In case of a very non-uniform (rod-to-rod)
activity distribution of die fuel assembly, the
value of die separation may not be large
enough. The only solution to increase the
A-value is to increase die number of measured
views.
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6

SPENT FUEL MEASUREMENTS

Four measurement campaigns at me TVO
KPA-STORE have been carried out using an
underwater detector head /4 - 7/. During three
of the campaigns, four different assemblies
have been measured (Table I). References H 3/ summarize the main results of mese studies.

6.1 Fuel data
Ihe BWR type assemblies measured are made
by the ABB-Atom, Sweden and they have been
irradiated by the TVO Power Company,
Finland. This type of fuel has 63 fuel rods with
external diameter of 11,75 mm or 12,25 mm
and one special water filled inner rod (water
rod) arranged in a square pattern of 8 x 8. The
pellet external diameter is 10 or 10,5 mm. The
external dimensions cf the fuel channel are
139 mm x 139 mm. The declared parameters
of the assemblies measured are given in
Table I.

6.2 Hardware arrangement
The TVO KPA-STORE is a wet AFR storage
for spent BWR fuel assemblies. It is equipped

wim an operator owned lift equipment, called
gamma wagcu, mat is used for fud service
purposes. The gamma wagon is attached on a
fixed position on me wall of the fud receiving
pond. Different fud service fixtures can be
damped to the gamma wagon allowing the
operator to move die assembly in vertical
direction and aiso to rotate it manually. The
measurement fixture used for tomographic
studies
holds
me
assembly
during
measurement.
The tomographic detector head was attached on
a fixed position in the middle of the
measurement fixture before lifting the
equipment into the pond. Figure 9 shows the
fixture being lowered into the pond. The fuel
handling machine is used to transfer the
assembly into the fixture. The precision of the
axial rotation is ± 2*. Figure 10 shows die fuel
assembly in the measurement position under
water. The measurement geometry of the
tomographic studies is shown in Figure 11
(page 23).

Table I. Declared parameters of the assemblies measured.

No.

Assembly
ID

Measurement
date

BU
(MWd/kgU)

CT
(years)

Fuel
channel

1

1 9016

November 1990

33,2

3,5

no

2

1 8368

June 1991

31,6

2,1

yes

3

[6130

June 1991

24,9

8,1

yes

4

1 7055

January 1993

17,7

9,5

yes
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Figure 9. The stainless steel made tomographic measurement head is attached to the measurement
fixture. The fixture is lowered by crane to the gamma wagon.

Figure 10. Measurement hardware at the TVO KPA-STORE seenfromabove. The assembly inside
the fixture can be rotated manually by a steel bar seen on the top of the picture. The measurement
head has a fixed position down in front of the assembly.
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Figure 11. Geometry of the tomographic measurements at the TVO KPA-STORE.
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The meawements «ere performed during
November 13 - IS, 1990. A angle Si(Li)
detector system wim only one dmcrmuttaioc
level was used fordetectmnofdie n gamma
rays of die short cooled fed assembly 9016
(see Table I, page 21).
The following scanning parameters were used:
Scanned total kngch at each view = 2SSmmT
steps between successive measurements = 2
mm» nvesurement tmie per point — 2 s.
Scanning results are identified under filename
"32 view" in Table n.
63.2 Assembly was 2 and 3
ThemeasuremenB were performed during June
IS - 19, 1991. A system of two SMTJ)
detectors (a "small" one and a "large" one),
each wim nice separate discrinunator levels
was used for measuring of * e assemblies 8368
(no. 2) and 6130 (no. 3). The two detectors
wim different efficiencies allowed measurement
of different activity levels without saturation.
Discriminator levels were set for detection of
Compton spectra of die foOowmg gamma
activities. Above rae lowest level a part of
ro
Cs and "Cs photons are detected togedwr
widi photons of "^u and ""Pr. Above die
medium level pbotons of °*Eu and T r are
detected. Above die highest level pbotons only
from l4*Pr are detected.
The two Si(Li) detectors were fixed along die
same line, die smaller in front of die bigger
one. Due to die geometry, both detectors
detected die same position of die assembly
dirougb a common collimator slit. No data
above die noise level were detected widi die
small detector for die assembly no. 3 widi a
long cooling time. Similarly, no "*Pr photons
were detected by eidier of die detectors from
mis assembly. The geometrical resolution of
die detected signal is increasing whh cooling
time. A smearing effect related to short cooling
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The scanning p i — . m u were asfollows:The
scanned total bmgm at each view = 216 mm,

SCemmUunC F6Smm«S eV6 1 0 0 *

MQ v9

faaUSmV&MS

"bwrl-6' and "2bwrl-6" in Table D
6 33

Assembly w . 4

The measurements were performed durmj
Jammry 19 - 20, 1993. An array of 10 CdTe
detectors was used. Two dJsuinuuator levels
were connected to each channel. The lower
level allowed measuring both •*&! and "Pr
gamma rays while die higher level allowed
measuring only T r gamma rays.
The scanning paumcteu were asfollows:The
scanned total kngdi at each view = 318 mm,
steps between successive uKasurements = 20
mm, measurement time per point — 2 s.
Scanning results are identified by filenames
"PRA1.XXX" in Table U
Typical activity profiles measured with a small
Si(Li) detector for dvee sides of an assembly
with 3,5 years cooling time are shown in
Figure 12. Similar measured raw data for 8
detectors of die array of 10 CdTe detectors are
shown in Figure 26 for an assembly widi 9,5
years cooling time. Combining die discrete
measurements of Figure 26 yields in activity
profiles shown in Figure 27 for diree different
views.

6.4 Section images
Section images reconstructed from all me
measured views can be seen in die upper part
of Figures 13 - 25 and Figures 28 - 29. The
lower parts of diese figures show image density
distribution along a line crossing die position
of die missing rod rod. The high DC signal
levels seen in Figures 12 and 27 do not disturb
die results. The difference between a blackand-white picture and a color picture can be
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TatU II. Main data of measured files.

No.

I

Assembly
ID

Detector

Discriminator
level
(keV)

Measured
scanning data
file name

Image
file
name

No.
of
meas.
views

Fig.
no.

9016

small Si(Li)

700

32 view

32 view. 1

32

13

8368

large Si(Li)

3%

BWR1

n

48

14

N

w

621

BWR2

JJ
LL

N

15
16

4

ft

n

972,8

BWR3

KK

ft

5

*f

small Si(Li)

248

BWR4

NN

48

18

6

It

ft

621

BWR5

MM
PP

ft

19
20

7

If

ft

972

BWR6

00

M

21

2

1

3

"

8

6130

large Si(Li)

250,6

2BWR1

BB
DD
DD (col)

48

22
23
15c

9

M

tt

621

2BWR2

FF
GG

ft

24
25

10

H

ft

972

2BWR3

-

ft

-

11

ff

small Si(Li)

248

2BWR4

-

48

-

12

ff

tr

621

2BWR5

-

H

-

ft

ft

972

2BWR6

-

tl

-

7055

lOCdTe
• det. no. 1

250

13

1 14

1

26
PRA1.D11
27

1 15

ff

- det. no. 10
- full scan

PRA1.D20
PRA1.S12

- full scan

PRA1.S14

lOCdTe
- det no. 1
- det. no. 10

PRA1G4.I
ma
PRA1G6.I
ma

48

28

ft

29

-

48

700
PRA1.D01
PRA1.D10

ft

25
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seen by comparing Figures 23 and 15c which
show die same image "dd".
All the section images reconstructed from data
measured by die large Si(Li) detector are very
similar. Further evaluation showed diat the
sensitivity of mis detector was decreased due to
its small thickness for the high energy gamma
rays. This phenomenon is related to die images
based mostly on the 154Eu gamma activity
distribution. Figures 14 - 1 7 are all measured
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by die large Si(Li) detector. From me similar
results of me tiiree measurements with three
different diresholds the effect can be seen.
The small Si(Li) detector has a mickness
double of mat of the large Si(Li) and it had a
better spectral response. In me images
reconstructed from these measurements
(Figures 18 - 21) me different energy
absorption due to me mree measured ranges
(threshold levels) can be detected.
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Figure 12. Activity profiles measured with a small Si(Li) detector for three sides of a BWR
assembly with 3,5 years cooling time, a) <f> = 0° (flat side), b) <fi = 22,5° and c) <? = 45°
(corner).
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row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold = 700 keV.
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Figure 14. a) l54Eu activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 2,1 years cooling time
constructedfrom48 views measv i by a large Si(Li) detector, b) Activity profile across the rod
row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold - 396 keV.
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figure 75. a) Low resolution ,uEu activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 2,1 years
cooling time constructed from 48 views measured by a large Si(Li) detector, b) Activity profile
across the rod row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold = 621 keV.
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Figure IS c). Low resolution ,i4Eu activity cross section color image ofaBWR assembly with 8,1
years cooling time constructed from 48 views measured by a large Si(Li) detector. Threshold =
250,6 keV. A monochrome version of this image can be seen in Figure 23 a) (page 39).
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Figure 16. a) li4Eu activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 2,1 years cooling time
construaedfrom 48 views measured by a large Si(lA) detector, b) Activity profile across the rod
row including the water filled rod. Threshold = 621 keV.
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Figure 17. a) li4Eu activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 2,1 years cooling time
construaedfrom 48 views measured by a large Si(Li) detector, b) Activity profile across the rod
row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold = 972,8 keV.
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Figure 18. a) Low resolution mPr activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 2,1 years
cooling time constructed from 48 views measured by a small Si(Li) deteaor. b) Activity profile
with bad statistics across the rod row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold = 248 keV.
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Wgure /P. a) Low resolution '"Pr activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 2,1 years
cooling time construaed from 48 views measured by a small Si(Li) detector. b)jictivity profile
with bad statistics across the rod row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold = 621 keV.
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Figure 20. a) Medium resolution mPr activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 2,1
years cooling time constructedfrom48 views measured by a small Si(Li) deteaor. b) Activity
profile with bad statistics across the rod row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold = 621 keV.
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Figure 21. a) Low resolution t4t?r activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 2,1 years
cooling time constructed from 48 views measured by a small Si(Li) detector, b) Activity profile
with bad statistics across the rod row including the water filled rod. Threshold = 972 keV.
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figure 22. a) Medium resolution 'uEu aaivity cross seaion image of a BWR assembly with 8.1
years cooling time construaed from 48 views measured by a large Si(Li) detector, b) Aaivity
profile across the rod row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold = 250.6 keV.
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Figure 23. a) Low resolution ,54Eu activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 8,1 years
cooling time constructed from 48 vie\.s measured by a large Si(Li) detector, b) Activity profile
across the rod row including the water filled rod. Threshold = 250,6 keV. A colour version of
image 23 a) can be seen in Figure 15 c) (page SI).
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ffgure 2*. a) Medium resolution 'uEu activity cross seaion image oja BWR assembly with 8,1
years cooling time constructed from 48 views measured by a large Si(Li) detector, b) Activity
profile across the rod row including the water filled rod. Threshold = 621 keV.
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ffgw? 25. o) Low resolution ,uEu activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 8,1 years
cooling time construaed from 48 views measured by a large Si(Li) detector, b) Aaivity profile
across the rod row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold - 621 keV.
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Figure 26. Discrete readings of eight CdTe detectors along aflat side of a BWR assembly with
9,5 years cooling time. Step between successive measurements was 20 mm.
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Figure 27. Activity profiles combined from the measured readings of 10 CdTe detectors (see
Figure 26) for three sides of a BWR assembly with 9,5 years cooling time, a) <p = 0° (flat side),
b) <p = 22,5°andc) <p = 45" (corner).
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fifcore 2Ä. a) Medium resolution "*Eu activity cross section image of a BWR assembly with 9,5
years cooling time constructed from 48 views measured by an array of 10 CdTe detectors.
b) Activity profile across the rod row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold = 250 keV. The
flat tops of the activity profile (b) do not indicate saturation. They have been cut in the calculation
process.
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Figure 29. a) Low resolution '"Eu activity cross seaion image of a BWR assembly with 9,5 years
cooling time constructedfrom48 views measured by an arru of 10 CdTe detectors, b) Activity
profile across the rod row including the waterfilledrod. Threshold = 250 keV. The flat tops of
the activity profile (b) do not indicate saturation. They have been cut in the calculation process.
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6.5 Evaluation of images
Measurements provided results for fuel
assemblies of different cooling times. Section
images reconstructed reflected die "*Eu and
,4
*Pr distributions and in many cases a mixture
of these components. The ,I7Cs + ,3*Cs
contribution can be considered as not
significant due to the shorter part of die
compton spectra measured and the higher
weight of die higher energy photons.
All the measured views were used to
reconstruct die images. In some of the cases,
mainly when 144Pr is die main component, a
smaller number of views would, however, be
enough. Large number of views provides
reliable detection of a missing rod and makes
die measurement also less sensitive to some
important parameters influencing die image
quality. They include die geometrical and
statistical accuracy and die fact that die
detected photon can be any mixture of die
Eu/Pr gamma rays, even with some Cs
contribution included. Separation of all gamma
rays is difficult.
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For fuel with a short cooling time (2 and 3,5
years), 144Pr can be detected and it provides a
reliable detection wim 32 measured views.
When 48 views are measured, 1MEu can also be
used. The higher absorption of these gamma
rays is compensated by die better statistical
accuracy. In die case of 2 years cooling time,
a high level of unwanted scattering in water is
also detected and it is causing smearing of the
detected aaivity profile. In the case of a long
cooling time (8 years), mosdy IS*Eu is
detected. When 48 views are used, some 137Cs
+ 134Cs contribution is included because the
threshold level was lowered to increase die
count rate of die long cooled assembly. No
144
Pr gamma rays can be detected after such a
long cooling time.
All measured scanning files which provided
signal above die noise level could also be used
to reveal die position of die missing inner rod.
This is due to die fact that mosdy high energy
gamma rays (15*Eu and I44Pr) are detected. The
higher die energy, die higher die effect caused
by a missing rod. This can be seen clearly in
die l44Pr image of Figure 21 where, in spite of
die very bad statistics, die noisy image
provides a clear indication of a missing rod.
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PROCEDURE FOR PARTIAL DEFECT TEST

It has been shown that the method studied
using passive gamma emission tomography for
mapping non-destructively die rod structure of
a spent BWR assembly can be used for
safeguards purposes i.e. for partial defect
verification. A partial detect, in general terms,
is understood to mean missing of some (not all)
of the fuel material. The IAEA definition for
partial defect test of spent LWR fuel at the
present time requires a capability to reveal
missing of SO % or more of the irradiated
nuclear material.
7.1
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Equipment

When tomography is considered for partial
defect verification using the method studied,
me following equipment and instnimertation is
needed. An apparatus to measure gamma
emission of spent fuel assemblies under water
using an underwater detector head. This
includes also hardware to hold and rotate the
assembly during the measurement. Electronic
instrumentation is needed together with a
computer to control the measurement, store
data and run the data analysis programs.
There are several ways to arrange the assembly
holding and rotation depending on the local
possibilities. Either the assembly is rotated
around its own axis in front of the detector
head or the detector system is rotated around
the assembly. In all cases the assembly needs
to be lifted or moved from the storage position
either partly or completely.

7.2 Position of detector head
The underwater measurement head needs to be
installed in a position where assemblies can be
held and rotated during measurement. A
facility specific arrangement, like the gamma
wagon at the TVO facilities in Finland (see
Figure 10, page 22) can be used for this
purpose. Assemblies of short and long cooling
times need to be scanned at 48 views over
rotation of 360*. It is recommended that the
present type of detector head has a fixed
position in the pond allowing good geometrical
positioning. The head can be installed under
water using any facility specific solution if a
gamma wagon type hardware is not available.

7.3 Rotation with fuel handling
machine
Fuel assemblies can be held and rotated also by
the fuel handling machine, while the detector
head has a fixed position. There may be
differences or limitations in the basic scanning
approach using this option. The algorithms
can, however, take such limitations into
account during the data analysis.
At the TVO KPA-STORE the fuel handling
machine can rotate the assembly only in the
range 0* - 310°. The steps of rotation can be
any, but in practice only steps of either 5° or
10* are easy to be set in a repeatable way.
Radial precision of angle setting is ± 2°.
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Computer simulation was made to study the
feasibility of using the fuel handling machine
for rotation at TVO. The results show mat the
reduced range of the scanning angles means
smaller sensitivity. This can partially be
compensated by increasing the number of
views within the scanned range. In die range 0*
- 310* this can be compensated fully. About 60
views over 310* provides as good sensitivity as
48 views over the range of 360*. Simulation
results demonstrated also, that if me number of
total views exceeds about 40 (and this was
always the case in practical measurements), the
accuracy of 5° + 2° is acceptable for image
reconstruction.
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Concerning the limited range of angles, the
image reconstruction program can accept
irregular angular sampling. As an example,
alternating steps of 5" and 10* of rotational
angles can provide similar results as the even
spaced steps of 7,5*.

7.4 On-site image calculation
Measurement data are stored by the computer
used. Based on this information, the image
reconstruction and evaluation can be done
automatically and it takes only a few minutes
after completing of scanning. The cross
sectional image can thus be constructed while
the assembly is still in the measurement
position.
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LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBILITIES

The measurement system used was designed
for experimental purposes. Even the present
system can be used, if needed, for inspection
purposes. It is understood, however, that a
measurement system optimized for inspection
use would strongly facilitate the actual
verification activities.

8.1 BWR assemblies
The experiments done show that partial defect
verification of an irradiated BWR assembly,
detecting each fuel rod using an array of 10
CdTe detectors, requires about 1 hour of total
measurement time.

method, a 2 mm sampling distance was used to
be able to reconstruct images of high
resolution. For practical detection of a missing
rod a lower resolution image is enough. Such
an image can be achieved by 4 mm sampling.
Scanned linear length can also be decreased to
about 200 mm. These parameters can be
realized by an array of SO detectors wim 4 mm
spacing between mem. Such a system would no
more need linear movement of the detector
system. Only rotation of the assembly would
be needed. The measurement time could be
reduced to 3 - 4 minutes using suitable means
of rotating the assembly.

8.2 PWR assemblies

Experience with die array detector showed also
a possible way of reducing the measurement
time by increasing die number of detectors in
the array. By an array of 20 or 40 detectors,
and with the same scanning parameters as used
now, the measurement time will decrease
proportional to the number of detectors. This
means a measurement time of 15-20 minutes
for a BWR assembly. Such a measurement
head would, however, be heavier and more
expensive than the present head.

Simulation studies have been made to image
also spent PWR assemblies. It is expected that
the rod-to-rod burnup distribution for PWR
fuel assemblies is more uniform man it is for
BWR assemblies. Sensitivity similar to BWR
fuel can be achieved also for PWP. .-assemblies
but this would require measuring jf twice as
much views as necessary for BWR fuel. For
PWR fuel, die minimum number of views
needed is 96. Due to the larger size, the
scanned length of about 400 mm is needed.
This
means an increase of measurement time
Further improvement is possible if the
by
a
factor of 4 compared to BWR fuel. A
objective is not to reveal possible missing of
large
array
of detectors is necessary to obtain a
just a single rod (less than 2 % of material) but
practical
measurement
time.
rather missing of several rods. For research
purposes, i.e. to study the potential of the
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